WArMUp association is
officially created since
February 15th 2014 (see
gazette)

Association proposes
many projects for

Best of MorphOS
March - April 2014

MorphOS users:
- this webzine ;
- the MorphOS shop
- Chrysalis pack
- worldmap of users
- worldmap of hardware

If you wish to join the

th

The last version of MorphOS (3.5.1) is available since February 17 2014.
th

2275 MorphOS licenses were sold on 14 April 2014 (see evolution of sales).
Jacek ‘JacadCaps’ Piszczek proposes The MorphOS USB Boot & Installation / Update Guide.

WarMUp Association, feel
free to return this
membership form for the
year 2014.

WArMUp proposes a new version of the Chrysalis pack for MorphOS 3.5.1.
Fabien 'Fab' Coeurjoly updates his web browser Odyssey integrated to MorphOS (Fab website).
Carsten 'pegasossigi' Siegner proposes InstantBz2, a tool to compress and unpack bzip2
archives a new version of Spreedy, a table editor simple and powerful (snapshot).
The email client YAM is updated to version 2.9.1.
Andreas Falkenhahn makes available two news plugins for the programming language
Hollywood:
- DigiBooster 1.0, to play DigiBooster 3.x/2.x music module,
- YAFA 1.0, to play YAFA animation.
You can download plugins from Hollywood official portal.
The french society Arkham Development makes available Antiryad Gx, a unified cross
platform and multi core 2d and 3d game engine.
Leif Salomonsson updates IceFileSystem, a 64bit disk filesystem for MorphOS and IceDoctor,
the ultimate healer and rescuer of IceFS volumes.
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Antoine 'Tcheko' Dubourg continues his work on SoundBankster, he proposes too an update of
HotBorder, a commodity that helps managing windows. It forces size and position of the
dragged window if the left mouse button is released whiles the pointer being at a screen
border (Tcheko website).
Zbigniew 'Zbysiuk' Kopeć makes available a new version of RadioScript, an Arexx script for
MPlayer allowing to listen to the radio and watch TV chanel via Internet, watch DVDs, Dvix
videos and listen many music formats. The script allows you to add radio stations and TV
channels of your choice.
Juan Carlos 'Templario' Herran Martin updates his player VAMP using Hollywood plugins.
Marcin 'Korni' Kornaś realizes a new port of OptiPNG, a PNG optimizer that recompresses
image files to a smaller size, without losing any information (Korni website).
Łukasz 'ede' Wróblewski makes available ImageMagick on MorphOS (Officiel website).
Thomas Igracki realizes a new version of yWeather, a screenbar module to show the current
weather informations for a selected location in your screenbar and also gTranslator, a screen
bar module allows you to use the google translator from your screenbar. (Thomas Igracki
website).
Patrick 'Patbest' Jung makes available Backup Restore MorphOS Prefs Files, a script allows you
to save then restore your MorphOS Prefs files and also your prefs files for Transfert, AmIRC,
PolyNet, CRABUM and Odyssey.

David 'Daff' Brunet published several articles on Obligement:
- a test of Ace of Hearts written by Epsilon ;
- a test of Battle Squadron Collector's Edition written by Michaël 'jegougou' Jegoudez-Allart ;
- a test of Bermuda Syndrome written by Philippe Ferrucci.
Szilárd 'BSzili' Biró realizes a port of game OpenJK (Jedi Academy) (BSzili website).
Cherry Darling society makes available a free game named Amazing Voxel Bird Saga.
Frank Wille realizes the port of SQRXZ 4 on MorphOS (Frank Wille website).

Philippe ‘OffseT’ Rimauro makes available a new version of ACE, his Amstrad CPC emulator.
James Jacobs proposes a new vesion of AmiArcadia, a signetics-based machines emulator.
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Stefan Haubenthal do the port of an Intellivision emulator created by Mattel in 1979 and
writted by Joseph Zbiciak. The archive contents also the SDK to develop software dedicated
and documentation (Official website).
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From 28th February to 2 March occurred the Geit@Home #1 2014 in Gemrany, a gathering of
MorphOS users and developers organized by Guido 'Geit' Mersmann.
th

Last Sunday 27 April, Papiosaur organized the Papiosaur@Home #2 2014 at Salon-deProvence. Patbest, nerumo and Elric, members of the WArMUp association was present.

WArMUp logo realised by Templario and webzine model realized by TUBbrain.
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